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Paul D. Miller's Preamble

In an era of intensely networked systems, lvhen you create, it's not just holv
)'ou create, but the context of the activity that makes the product. Let's think
of this as a hypothetical situation become real, and then turn the idea inside
out and apply it to music-operating systems, editing environments, graph-
ical user interfaces-these are the kei.rvords in this kind of compositional
strategy. During most of the spring of 2002 I r,r'as rvorking on an album called
Optontetry. I thought of it as a record that focr.rsed on "the science of sound-
as applied to vision." Think of it as a kind of "si..nesthesia" project navigating
the bandwidth operating between analog and digital realms. optontetry was
constructed out of a series of audio metaphors about how people could think
of jazz as text, of jazz as a precedent for sampling-'of jazz as a kind of tem-
plate for improvisation with memory in the age of the infinite archi'e. In sum,
the album rvas a play on context versus content in a digital milieu using sam-
pling as a "virtual band" of the hand. Flip tl-re situation into the here and novu'

of a world rvhere file slvapping and P2P bootlegs are the norms of hou, nusic
flows on the Web, and Optometry becomes a conceptual art project abor.rt
how the "hlpertextual imagination" holds us all together. Seamiess, invisible,
hyperutilitarian . . . those are some of the rvords that describe the composition
process ol Optometry.
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What's new here?-In 1939 Iohn Cage made a simple statement about acomposition made of invisible networks that was cared. Imaginary Landscape.The piece was written for phonographs with fixed and varlabre frequencies(there was no magnetic tape at that iime), and radios tuned to random sta-tions' The idea for cage was that the music was an invisible network
based on "chance operations." As Cage would later say in his famous 1957
essay "Experimental Music," ..Any 

sounds may occur in any combination
and in any continuity." The sounds of one fixed environment for him weremeant to be taken out of context and made to float-think of it as audiofree-association, and you get the first formalist ideas of the o.igirrs of Oiculture.

But what does this.have to do with jazz? rn 1964 Rarph Ellison gave a dis-cussion before the Library of congress about writing jazz criticism. In it hediscussed Henry Iames's fascination with Americanness-think of it as anecho of the cage notion, and flip the code into a different cipher-you arriveat Henry |ames' critique of Americanness as "a comple* fur..,, The Elrisonlecture was called "Hidden Name/complex Fate,, and Ellison takes us on ajourney through elements "absent from American life.', In this text Elisonwould flip the mix and build a template for a new kind of riterature_that,s
the echo of Imaginary Landscapeth"i i't.ig,r.s me. He said: "so long before Ithought of writing, I was playing by *.utlr.r, by speech ,irytfr_r, iy N.grovoices and their different timbres and idioms, by husky *ul. lroi..r'and bythe-high shrill singing voices of certain Negro women, by music by tight placesand wide spaces in which the eyes could iru.rd.r... .,,_4g2in, the iivocationof an imaginary landscape made of the hyperreal experiences of living in aworld made of fragments. That's what optimetry tnherits. Think of it as a dia_lectical triangulation between the idea oi b.irrg made from files of .*pr"rrio'put through places that are not spaces, but code. Gesture is the generative syn_tax' but once the sounds leave the body, they're fires. And tnutt"trr. u.girrrrirrg.

lntroduction

when computers communicate over a network, they do so through sound.Before information can be sent over wires run between .omprrt..l, it mustfirst be translated into tones. The composer Luke Dubois, of Columbia Uni_versity's electronic music department, has described the static yo,, h.u. *fr..,a modem connects as a hyperaccelerated Morse code, a binion dots and
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dashes sung each second, too fast for the human ear to discern. This has been

true since the dawn of networked computing. When the first two nodes of the

Internet, at UCLA and Stanford, were brought oniine in 1969, Chariie Kline at

UCLA famously initiated the connection by tlping "login." After keying the

letter "1" he received the appropriate echo back along the phone line from
Stanford. The same with the ietter "o." But when he hit "g" the system

crashed; the audible reply from Stanford never reached its destination.

In 1972, Ray Tomlinson modified a program meant for ARPANET, the
precursor to the Internet, that would let people send each other data as small
"letters." He chose the "@" sign for addresses for a simple reason: the punc-
tuation keys on his Model 33 Teletype made it easy to tlpe; it was a conve-

nient way to lend a geographic metaphor to an otherwise abstract place

made up of data and people's interaction with the nodes that hold the data

together. In one fell swoop, Tomlinson signaled that data could be both a

place and a linguistic placeholder for digital information as a complete envi-
ronment. By using the @ symbol, he restated what modernist artists and com-
posers had been pointing out for over a century: when information becomes

total media in the Wagnerian and the Nietzschean sense, we arrive at the

Gesamkunstwerk, "the total artwork." The Situationists referred to this as a

"psycho-geography." Antonin Artaud wrote an essay about it called "Theater

and Its Shadow"; for him it was based on the interaction of different forms of
alchemy. When Artaud coined the term "virtual reality" in his 1938 essay

"The Alchemical Theater," he anticipated a realm where signs, symbols, let-
ters, and ciphers were ali piaceholders in the rapidly changing landscape of a

society that faced the surging tides of industriai culture's mad race to become

an information culture. It rvas a phrase to describe a mind trying to make

sense of the data roadkill on the side of the information highway being built
in the minds of artists whose dreams punctuated an immense run-on sentence

typed across the face of the planet as technology carried the codes out of
their minds and into the world. In the twentieth century, one syrnbol-
"@"-ushered in a new world Iinked by the intentions of people to commu-
nicate. This is a world of infinitely reflecting fragments, vibrating, manifesting
a hum, making music.

The connection between sound and networked computing is more than the

product of technical convenience. It can be traced to the first visionary artic-

ulation of the digital age. In his seminal essay from 1945, "As We May
Think," Roosevelt's science advisor, Vannevar Bush, proposed the creation
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of a device he calred,the memex, which provided the inspiration for what laterbecame the nerworkea p..ro'ut i;;;;:.. Bush,s memex system had theability to synthesize speech from text, .na, .orru..rely, to create text recordsautomatically from spoken commands. He wrote'*,rrr.Jri*lly of theVoder' which was introduced 
" 

,n.-ts3g world,s Fair as ..the 
machine thattalks'" "A girr stroked its keys."o ti".-t,r.d recognizable speech,,,Bushwrote. ,.No 

human vocal cords entered in-the procedure at any point; thekeys simply combined,so-. a.".t."ri, o**.0 vibrations and passed theseon to a loud-speaker'" Bush *o air.u*.1 another Bet Labs invention, theVocoder' an early attempt.at avoice...ognition system. central to his visionof trre memex was the notion that sound irourd circulate through the system,available for easy retrieval u.ra _uniputuiiorr.
Today that ease of access and _.ri."i,ri,

cians conceive or u.,a _ur" _.*i..il;t_':,[il:r[Ttr if.Hff::digital streams' so it can flow anywhere u..or, ,rr. computer neh,vork, to be
;:[t"TT::-::""i:::,1:i[v g'*i"g n; or software. R."r-;i; corab-
coraboration,;,;;::':':i]ff HJ::.T:,#:ffi :::1il"ffi*.,?J:;databases (for storage), software a;;;;;;;ation), and networks (for inter-activity behveen databases' software, una -uri.i"*) is chalrenging many long-
Hiil:ft: of what music-makin* .u,' o. ,iourd be. Establisiei iou,rau.,.,

This blurring comes from a basic premise behind computing: a, informa_tion can be ransrated. from its 
"rid;i;;;'into binary code and then re_

;:;"TI.*;:,;;Xl.m in a dtfr.;;,';;;ium. rexts can be stored in a

whocoined,r.;;'{;i:,Ull,i;qn::ffi ;::l';:**,.r.il;,*:among the first to appreciate the fuIl r"#;; opportunities that networkedcomputers make possible..In 1974, fr. p"ropor.a the plaful idea of .,tele_dildonics," a computer system that wo'iconvert audio information into tac_tile sensations' why should -uri. onty *i..',,r. body through the ear? whynot through the skin' or through ,h. ;y;i;.;:ts have been using compurernetworks for colraboration at i.nr, rin.. tnrn, *n." I.p. sharp Associatesmade their timesharins system ava'abre to an artist,s project *,za-^tntrrptoy.organizer B'l Bartrett lontacted artists in cities around the world where IpsAoffices were located, and invited,h._;";;,;ate in an online conferessentia'y a "rive chat"-on the subject or.r.,-,i.o.t r.rg. At the time this tech_
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Freeze Frame

nology was rare and expensive; artists had no access to it. Interplay is often
referred to as the first live, network-based, collaborative art project.

Around the same time, the innovative use of satellites by artists such as

Nam June Paik, |oseph Beuys, Douglas Davis, Kit Galloway, and Sherrie Rabi-
nowitz were connecting performers across great distances in collaborative,
interactive pieces. A dancer in New York would improvise to music played
in Paris, while a video of the two would be edited into a single performance
for broadcast in, say, Berlin.

Although these pioneering telematic works did not make use of networked
computing-bandwidth and processor speeds were not yet great enough to
allow for it-they set precedents for the real-time network-based interaction
between artists that became possible in the 1990s, as the technology improved
and costs came down.

Online collaboration today takes many forms. Using Web-based music tech-
nologies, artists are working together to create new music. There are online
studios that connect artists across great distances, and Web-based jams be-
tween musicians who have never laid eyes on one another. At the same time,
even more popular are "collaborations" between artists who are not even
aware that a "collaboration" is taking place. Referred to as "remixes," "mash-
ups," or "bootlegs," digital files of a wide range of recorded material are being
cut up and manipulated into entirely new works of art-blending distinct and
unlikely source materials into singular creations. Of course, this kind of unso-
licited collaboration challenges some long-held notions of intellectual prop-
erty, and of an artist's unique affiliation with his or her own output. But at
the same time, it brings back the idea of a shared folk culture, where creative
expression is the property of the community at large and can be shared for
everyone's benefit. Digital technology may be a route that reconnects us to
aspects of our tribal roots.

As new as these techniques are, however, they retain a continuity with pre-
digital compositional approaches. The network simply allows musicians to
perform together online, replicating the experience they have always had
when jamming in the same room. At the same time, the mixing of distinct
aural elements certainly does not require digital technology; analog sound
mixing dates at least to John Cage's 1939 performance of Imaginary Landscape

No. l, which featured a mix of turntables and radios. From this perspective,
computer networks simply contribute to long-standing tendencies in compo-
sition that preceded the digital era. However, some composers are exploring a
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wholly original, uncharted musical terrain, one that is unthinkable without
networked computers. In these works, the sound experience is created
through the real-time participation of the listener in the making of the perfor-
mance itself. These online sound art pieces rely on the interactive engagement
of the listener, who helps to shape the specifics of the performance through
her choices and actions, which are communicated to the music-making soft-
ware over the wired network. In this way, the traditional distinction between
"artist" and "audience" begins to melt away, as the "listener" also becomes a
"performer."

Composing with Software

when the software conditions the experience, it conditions the music. one
thing that many people notice when they start making music online is that
the Web is a powerful vortex; it doesn't let you go. There is no single way to
end a session; rather, there are many ways. There are bootlegs of everything
that has ever made it onto the Net. Multiplicity is an unwavering factor in
the online experience. Look at sites like Afternapster.com. you will find hun-
dreds ofpeer-to-peer networks, each ofwhich is the private preserve ofa file-
sharing community. 'rhese can be seen as the operational mode of a culture of
distributed networks, held together by a common thread: each represents a

particular taste as distributed through the system. As Artaud said (in an in-
credible precognition of the digitai era's constant stream of information guid-
ing any creative act): "All true alchemists know that the alchemical symbol is a
mirage as the theater is a mirage. . . . [It's] the expression of an identity exist-
ing between the world in which the characters, objects, images, and in a gen-
eral way all that constitutes the virtual reality of the theater develops."r In a
way, collaborative music-making on the Net requires an interaction of people
and software that turns almost all normal contact between musicians into a
mediated experiment with the hlpothetical. Is there a human on the other
side of the screen? The sounds can only give you a hint. The software is a win-
dow onto a realm governed oniy by the uncertainty of that fact. The connec-
tions displace physicality in a way that leaves you a victim of context. This is
the experience of telecomposing. It makes the creative act become a cog in the
abstract machines of the software that mediate it. using online studio soft-
ware, such as Rocket, Pro Tools, or Reason, allows you to mix equally with
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Freeze Frame

either musicians or found sounds. Through the software interface, there is a
certain equivalency. collaboration can take place in real time between people,
or between the remnants of creativity that people leave behind-the Net is
full of such suggestive debris. In this context, the only limitation comes from
the bottleneck that bandwidth places on file exchanges. The quicker the speed,
the richer the environment.

Another effect of software is to dematerialize the musical instrument. It
does this by distributing the qualities of an instrument across the various
peripherals that control the sounds that the software generates. Algorithm dis-
places rhlthm and becomes the environment in which to create. MAX/MSp is
an open-ended software environment that lets you create templates for virtual
instruments-it allows you to make an aggregate of whatever sounds you run
through its parameters. Almost all process-oriented software behaves like this.
Editing environments such as Pro Tools or Digital performer function as dis-
secting tables of sound; they allow the musician to compose material from
multiple layers of tracks and files, and then to condition the total output. It's
like building music out of LEGO blocks.

That is, either LEGO blocks or samples. Online, everything is a sample.
Every audio element becomes a potential fragment for manipulation and
recontextualization. sampling follows the logic of the abstract machinery of a

culture where there are no bodies-just simulations of bodies. The fragment
speaks for the whole; the whole is only a single track drifting through a vast
database. The basic structure of "assemblage," the method of collage, hords
srvay here. Think of this terrain as object-oriented programming with beats.
Take the file, edit it: import/exporVMlDVSMTp.

Time code synchronizes the fragments, and makes it work wherever you are
. .. FTP controls the data exchange as a basic source of file exchange . . . Lee
Perry popularized the term "versioning" by using a series ofvocal tracks that
r'ere taken out of context and defamiliarized through sound effects program-
ning. This can be done either as a live process or improvised on a virtual
''mi-xing board."

Software that allows real-time online jamming is appearing from every cor-
ner of the globe. But is your online collaborator a person or a bot? or a com-
bination of the two? on the web, collaborators can come in all guises. The
\rtite Stripes have no bass player. Steve McDonald, the bass player for Red
rross, felt that the white Stripes tunes could use more bottom end. so each
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week he adds a bass guitar part to one or two White Stripes songs, and makes

them available as bootleg MP3s. Jack White, the White Stripes' front man, has

apparently given these remixes his blessing.

lnteracti ng with lntelligent Networks

once, every sound had a distinct source. A door slammed shut, a horn was

blown, a guitar string was strummed. Audio came from a discrete event; it

was tied to a discernible action. Networked music challenges this notion b1'

displacing sound from its origin, moving audio freely from one location to

another, giving it a presence in and of itself. John Cage brought this quaiity

into modern music with his 1939 piece, Imaginary Landscape No. l. A perfor-

mance that combined turntables and radio broadcasts, this work introduced

networked interactivity into music making. Cage mixed into his performance

various transmissions that came over the airwaves, and with them created an

entirely new composition. Sound separated from its source in this manner

becomes a "free-floating signifier," to borrow a phrase from Roland Barthes.

The musical elements are liberated from a specific time and place, allowing

them to be recontextualized in the final composition'

Robert Rauschenberg pursued something similar in the mid-i960s with his

interactive, sound-emitting sculpture, Oracle. Rauschenberg's collaborator on

the project, Bell Labs engineer Billy Kluver, described Oracle as "a sound en-

vironment made up of five AM radios, where the sounds from each radio

emanates from one of the five sculptures. The viewer can play the sculpture

as an orchestra from the controls on one of the pieces, by varying the volume

and the rate of scanning through the frequency band. But they cannot stop the

scanning at any given station. The impression was that of walking down the

Lower East Side on a summer evening and hearing the radios from open win-

dows of the apartment buildings."2

By the early i970s, as the technology became more accessible, more artists

began to explore the potential of networked media-both audio and video-
to create unique forms of interactive expression. These artworks grew from

the notion that meaning wouid emerge from media as it circulates freely with-

in a network-and that meaning can be enhanced through strategic interven-

tions by the artist or audience. Douglas Davis's 197i performance, Electronic

Hokkadim, produced at the Corcoran Gallery, was based on the interactions
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behveen teiephone callers and broadcast television. Nam June Paik pursued
u'hat he referred to as a "cybernated art," based on the transmission of infor-
mation through video and audio networks. Paik's 1973 television broadcast,
Global Groove, stands as a landmark event in this trajectory. Fragments of per-
formances by artists of various traditions-Western and Eastern, popular and
eiitist, traditional and modern-were strung together in a frenetic, continu-
ous flow across the screen. Paik himself "performed" the broadcast as a live
mix, choosing his streams as a Df does today, manipulating images through
a video sl.nthesizer, using rhlthm as the underlying principle of composition.

Enabling and manipulating the continuous flow of information was a prin-
cipal concern behind the design of the networked personal computer. But
before the mid-1980s, bandwidth constraints and iimited processing power
made the use of these tools prohibitively expensive for artists. However, it
ivas long apparent to the pioneers of networked media-such as Davis, Paik,
and Roy Ascott-that their artistic explorations with sateilites and local wired
networks would lead to computer-based work, once the technology had
caught up to their vision.

Among the earliest musicians to dedicate themselves to the potential of net-
rvorked computing were the members of The League of Automatic Music
Composers, perhaps the world's first "computer network band," founded
at Mills College in 1985, some of whom went on to found The Hub in the
mid-1980s.3

One member of The Hub describes their method as follows:

SLr individual composer/performers connect separate computer-controlled music syn-
thesizers into a network. Individual composers design pieces for the network, in most
cases just specifoing the nature of the data which is to be exchanged between players in
the piece, but leaving implementation details to the individual players, and leaving the
actual sequence of music to the emergent behavior of the network.

Each player writes a computer program which makes musical decisions in keeping
rr-ith the character of the piece, in response to messages from the other computers in
the network and control actions of the player himself. The result is a kind of enhanced
irnprovisation, wherein players and computers share the responsibility for the music's
evolution, with no one able to determine the exact outcome, but everyone having in-
l-luence in setting the direction. The Javanese think of their gamelan orchestras as being
one musical instrument with many parts; this is probably also a good way to think of
The Hub ensemble, with all its many computers and synthesizers interconnected to
lorm one complex musical instrument. In essence, each piece is a reconfiguration of
this network into a new instrument.a
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Implicit in this approach is the idea that, within the network, a kind of in-
telligence is in circulation. David wessel, at the University of california at
Berkeley, has been working with his colleagues along these lines since the
late 1980s, bringing together the fields of computer music and neural net-
works. Could an instrument become intelligent, and adapt in an automated
manner to a musician's playing sryle? Could it learn the preferences of a par-
ticular musician, and modify itself in response to what it learns? Using the
MAX programming environment, Wessel began to experiment with musi-
cians in a network context. "we have obtained reliable recognition of com-
plex guitar strumming gestures and limited numbers of spatial gestures," he
wrote. "With such procedures and much more research, we might conceiv-
ably move towards adaptive, personalizable instruments.... one will have to
decide when to standardize or fix the instrument and let the musician learn
the appropriate gesture and when to let the instrument adapt to the special-
ized approach of a player. How to rig the training harnesses on ourselves as

players and on our instruments as expressively responsive musical tools will
be a question of scientific, aesthetic, and social concern."s Once meaningfirl
information is circulating within a computer network, the opportunity emerges
for a relevant interaction. As wessel suggests, networked computer tools will
lead musicians to make choices about aspects of their performance that pre-
viously never even had to be questioned, such as: how "smart" do I want my
instrument to be?

The notion that music can emerge from an intelligent, interactive environ-
ment has drawn some composers to compositional forms that would be in-
conceivable without telecommunications technology. one example is Atau
Tanaka's 1998 installation, Global sting. The work consists of a physical
string, fifteen meters long, that stretches from a floor diagonally to the ceiling
of a room. At the ceiling, the string is connected to the Internet. "It is a mu-
sical instrument wherein the network is the resonating body of the instrument
through the use of a real-time sound-synthesis server," writes Tanaka. ,.The

concept is to create a musical string (like the string of a guitar or violin) that
spans the world. Its resonance circles the globe, allowing musical communica-
tion and collaboration among the people at each connected site."6 plzg, a site-
specific sound installation by chris chafe and Greg Niemeyer, takes a similar
approach. Pinghas been described as "a sonic adaptation of a network tool
commonly used for timing data transmission over the Internet. As installed
in the outdoor atrium of sFMoMA," for the millennial exhibition 0l0l0l.
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"Ping functions as a sonar-like detector whose echoes sound out the paths
traversed by data flowing on the Internet. At any given moment, several sites
are concurrently active, and the tones that are heard h pingmake audible the
time lag that occurs while moving information from one site to another be,
tween net\,vorked computers."T In effect, Ping makes music out of the data
flow of the Net-the constant motion of digitized fragments in real time is
given an aesthetic form.

The composer and theorist Randall packer has explored this rine of tele-
matic composition in a number of pioneering collaborative installations. For
Mori, an "Internet-based earthwork" first mounted in 1999 by packer with
Ken Goldberg, Wojciech Matusik, and Gregory Kuhn, the trembling move-
ments of california's Halward Fault are picked up by a seismograph, con-
verted into digital signals, and sent over the Internet to the installation. This
data stream triggers a series oflow-frequency sounds that vibrate through the
installation, viscerally connecting the visitor to the moment-by-moment fluc-
tuations of the Earth's actual movement.

In what he has referred to as "artistic research projects," packer has further
explored the possibilities of interactive, telematic musical works. one such in-
stallation, Telemusic, was staged by packer and his collaborators steve Bradley
and John P. Young at the sonic circuits vIII International Festival of Elec-
tronic Music and Arts in St. Paul, Minnesota, in November 2000. Telemusic
brought together live performers, audio processing of their performances,
and real-time participation by the public through a website, www.telemusic
.org. As the performers read from a script, their delivery was affected by audio
processing triggered by the mouse clicks of visitors to the website. The finai
mix in the room was then streamed to the website, so a visitor could hear
the final musical composition that she had contributed to by clicking a mouse.

In order to create this direct form of interactivity, packer's team had to de-
velop an interface between impulses captured over the Internet and a server
hosting MAX software. This circular experience, in which listener is also a
participant in the making of a musical work, is indicative of the direction in
which the Internet is suggesting that music should go-as the distinction
between "artist" and "audience" begins to slip away, and we find ourselves
dipping into the data flow, listening to the music that it makes, and that we
make with it.

None are more hopelessly enslaved than those who falsely believe they are free. . . .

-Goethe
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Daphne Keller

Human culture is always derivative, and music perhaps especially so. New artbuilds on old art. We hear music, process it, reconfigure it, and create some_thing derivative but new-folk -.lodi., become Liszt's Hungarian Rhapso-dies; Roy Acuff's "Great speckled Bird" becomes Hank wilriams,s ..wild
Side- of Life"; and Rodgers and Hammerstein's "My Favorite Thirrgs,;be.om",
a /ohn Coltrane classic.

Twentieth-century recording technorogy brought this pervasive culture ofreuse to a new level. Artists-can now build upon prior recordings themselves,turning the fixed artifact of an earrier artist's performance into raw material
.fo-r 

new work. Early sonic collage, in the unulog era, was painstaking andlabor-intensive. It took John Cage a year to make his four_minute_long Wil_liams Mix'r wilriam Burroughs spent untold hours constructing cut-ups withrazor blades and tape. And of course, artists' raw materials for these projects
were limited to whatever recorded sound was physically at hand.

Digital recording technology revolutionizes and democratizes this recycringprocess' making complex manipulation of recorded fragments easy and rela-tively affordable. And the Internet and other digitar communications mediabring a treasure trove of recorded sound directly to the sonic cannibar-information formerly fixed in discs or tapes now exists, in one critic,s words,"as pure thought or something ,r.ry *u.h rike thought: voltage conditionsdarting around the Net at the speed of right, in conditions which one mightbehold in effect' as glowing pixels o. tranlmitted sounds, but never touch or
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claim to 'own' in the old sense of the word."2 Contemporary music, from the

top forty to the most obscure live DJ set, reflects this technological change,

taking the music that came before as raw material for reuse and reconfigura-
tion. As David Sanjek has noted, this cultural practice profoundly blurs the

line between creators and consumers of culture, turning listening itself into a
platform for creative production and performance.3

The culturai practice of sampling meshes very poorly with copyright, the

body of law ivhich turns creative expression into private property. The first
U.S. sampling case held rapper Biz Markie liable for infringing Gilbert O'Sul-
livan's copyright in the song "Alone Again (Naturally)." Judge Kevin Duffy
began his opinion with scripture-"thou shalt not steal"-and ended it with
a referral for criminal prosecution.a The lar,v has changed very little in inter-
vening years, despite the burgeoning of sample-based music. As a result, much of
today's most innovative cultural production takes place in the shadow of the

larv: many Dls and other artists produce their work in the knowledge that a

copyright holder couid sue, that distribution of their work could be enjoined
by law, and the sampler held liable for substantial monetary damages.

The law doesn't have to work this way. ludge Duf$"s "thou shalt not steal"

implies a deeply flarved analogy between physical property and the intellectual
property protected by coplright law. Property rights over informational
works, such as music, don't work the same way as property rights over land
or material goods, for reasons eloquently expressed by Thomas ]efferson:

Ifnature has made any one thing less susceptible than all others ofexclusive property,
it is the action of the thinking porver called an idea, rvhich an individual may exclu-
sively possess as long as he keeps it to himself; but the moment it is divulged, it forces
itself into the possession of everyone, and the receiver cannot dispossess himself of it.
Its peculiar character, too, is that no one possesses the less, because every other pos-

sesses the rvhole of it. He who receives an idea from me, receives instruction himself
without lessening mine; as he who lights his taper at mine, receives light without dark-
ening me. That ideas should freely spread from one to another over the globe, for the
moral and mutual instruction of man, and improvement of his condition, seems to
have been peculiarly and benevolently designed by natule, rvhen she made them, like
fire, expansible over all space, rvithout lessening their density at any point, and like
the air in which we breathe, move, and have our physical being, incapable of confine-
ment or exclusive appropriation. Inventions then cannot, in nature, be a subject of
property.s

The pecuiiar properties of intellectual goods-that $'e can all use them at

once without diminishing their value, that we consistently build on elements
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of older intellectual goods to produce new ones-are reflected in U.S. copy-
right lai,v. The law limits the rights of intellectual property owners, and grants
the public rights to share in the intellectuai property's value, in ways that
rvould be unthinkable for tar-rgible property like cars or bushels of rvheat. In-
deed, many argue-based on the First Amendment and the Constitution's
Coplright Ciause-that expansive coppight protection of the sort assumed

by ludge Duffy in the Biz Markie case exceeds Constitutional parameters.
This essay will not detaii those arguments. (I refer you to sonic appropriation-
ists Negativland if you are interested in the iegal niceties of this issue.6) But it
nill lay out a framework for considering the relationship between copgight,
culture, and digital technology.

According to the Constitution, copyright law grants limited rights to authors
in order to "Promote the Progress of Science and Useful Arts." The point is to
create the economic and legal conditions within which science, learning, and
culture can flourish. In pursuit of this goal, a copyright holder is generally
granted the right to stop other people from selling copies of her work or de-

rir.ative works based on it.7 This ensures that she can get paid, that she will
have economic incentives to create and distribute culture. As the Supreme
Court has explained, the "Promote the Progress" goal is deeply utilitarian:

lAlthoughl the immediate effect of our copyright lar,r,' is to seclrre a f'air return for an
author's creative iabor the uitimate aim is, by this incentive, to stimulate artistic pro-
duction for the general public good.s

"Promot[ing] the Progress" is a goal defined by collective interests, not indi-
vidual desert. (This utilitarian function of copyright can, in a characteristic
Enlightenment-liberal way, be a little harsh. U.S. law has no equivalent to
Europe's "moral rights" for a songwriter to control exploitation of her
work-she cannot necessarily stop a cruel parody; and if she sells her copy-
right she retains no power to stop commercial or other uses that she finds
distasteful.)

As rvell as rewarding authors for their rvork, the larv also protects the gen-
eral public interest in cultural progress by maintaining some pubiic access to
old i.vorks as raw materials for new ones. A1l coppights eventually expire, and
the works feed into the public domain where anyone may copy them or pre-
pare derivative works.

In addition, certain reuse rights never belong to the author-they are

handed off to the public, and to secondary users, immediately. You are ahvays
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free to copy the underlying ideas or facts contained in a work; only the

author's individual expression is protected by copyright. And you can copy

elements of a work that were not original to the author-like 414 time, an

a-b-a-b rhyme scheme, or a boy-meets-girl plot. Moreover, under the doc-
trine of "fair use," certain criticism and parodies can copy a work without
infringing the work's copyright. When 2 Live Crew mocked Roy Orbison in
a goofy cover version of "Pretty Woman," the U.S. Supreme Court held that
the fair use doctrine protected the group from copl'right liability.

Fair use is not a great legal tool for Dls or appropriationist artists as defen-

dants, though. For one thing, taking a fair use case to court is hugely expen-

sive. For another, it is rarely clear in advance what a court will consider to be

fair use, so the defense can be a serious gamble. The 2 Live Crew case illus-
trates this legal unpredictability: the group's fair use defense was accepted by
a federal trial court, then roundly rejected by the appeals court, before being

upheld at the Supreme Court level. And the fair use defense has conspicuously

failed some artists. feffKoons, whose "Banality Exhibition" included a sculp-

ture based on a coppighted image from a postcard, argued in court that "his
sculpture [was] a satire or parody of society at large,"e and that he drew on
Dadaist and other influences in critiquing "the mass production of commod-
ities and media images [that] has caused a deterioration in the quality of
society." He used the postcard's mass-marketed image of a couple holding
puppies, he said, in order to "comment critically both on the incorporated
object and the political and economic system that created it."10 The court
rejected this defense, holding Koons liable for copyright infringement and

suggesting that, "given Koons' willful and egregious behavior, we think fthe
copyright holder] may be a good candidate for enhanced statutory damages"
of $100,000.11 No fair use case involving music sampling has ever been

decided. When U2 sued Negativland for sampling, NegatMand wanted to de-

fend on fair use grounds. But the group's record label, aware of the uncer-
tainty and legal pitfalls ofthe doctrine, settled the case.12

Fair use is a conceptually useful doctrine, though, because the statute estab-

lishing the doctrine lays out a detailed balancing test. The test asks both how
creative or transformative the second work is and whether it displaces the first
product in the market.13 This lets a court get at questions about creativity
and questions about money all at once-and these issues tend to blur in the
sampling context. Another legal device that effectively merges financial and
artistic concerns is the compulsory license for musical compositions (not
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recordings-just compositions). Anyone who wants to record a new version
of a copyrighted composition can do it, as long as he pays the songwriter a fee

set by the government. So the owner of the copyright in the composition gets

paid whenever someone records a cover-but in most circumstances she can't
stop the cover artist or set the terms of payment. Compulsory licensing is one
possible legal compromise in allocating rights between artists who sample
recordings and artists rvhose work gets sampled.

The legal limits on copyright holders' power, in particular the fair use doc-
trine, are legal mechanisms allolving us to engage with, respond to, and reuse

information; to turn cultural input into cultural output; to be processors of
culture rather than passive consumers. These doctrines protect First Amend-
ment values: if copyright did make it illegal to quote someone in order to crit-
icize what they said, it would run headlong into the First Amendment.14 And
the limiting doctrines serve the Copyright Clause's "Promote the Progress"

goal by baiancing financial rewards to authors against access rights for the
public and for secondary authors who buiid on elements of the older work.

The balance between the rights of authors and the rights of creative reusers

has shifted dramatically over time. Coplright has expanded hugely, particu-
larly in the twentieth century, giving creators ever-greater powers to stop
other people from making derivative or secondary uses of their rvork. The first
U.S. Copyright Act, tn 1790, only gave authors the right to "print, reprint,
publish or vend"-authors had no right to control derivative uses.15 An
1863 Supreme Court case took a similariy dim vierv of authorial control over
derivative works, holding that Harriet Beecher Stoive could not stop sales of
an unauthorized German translation of Uncle Tom's Cabin.16 This holding
illustrates a conception, profoundly different from today's, of the reuse rights
passed by a copyright holder to her readers. The court expiained,

fwhen an author] has .. . given his thoughts, sentiments, knowledge or discover.ies to
the world . . . his conceptions have become the common property ol his readers, rvho
cannot be deprived of the use of them.

This nineteenth-century conception of the "the common property of readers"
is strikingly robust-according to this holding, a copyright holder grants such

significant reuse rights to cultural consumers that they may legaily prepare

closely derivative works, even translations.

The law has changed greatly since this holding. Stowe's case would come

out the other way if litigated today. This expansion of authors' property rights
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is driven in part by sound economics-authors would have a hard time get-

ting paid if pirates could legally sell derivative works which differed only
slightly from the original. But the expansion is also driven by intensive lobby-
ing from major copl'right holders, a group which currently prominently
includes record companies and movie studios.

Historically, flurries of lobbying and changes in the legal balance between

authors' and consumers' rights have tracked changes in popular media and

communications technologies. The invention of player piano rolls triggered

heated copyright battles, as did the development of photography, the VCR,

and digital audio tape. Legislation has consistently favored existing commer-

cial interests over interests newly enabled by technology. In 1905, draft legis-

lation largely ignored the interests of the technologically novel piano roll and

phonograph producers. By 1909, these industries had a seat at the bargaining

table and helped craft legislation that disfavored the then-nascent motion pic-

ture studios. In the 1920s, proposed copyright laws neglected the interests of
another emerging group, radio broadcasters.lT And at no time, of course, have

the diffuse interests of the public, or the as-yet-unconceived interests of future
creators, been strongly represented in the lobbying process.

But given the Constitutional concerns described above, the interests of the

public and of creative reusers of culture should be relevant; the law should be

tailored to account for both contemporary technology and contemporary cul-
ture. At any given time, legal rules defining what the author can do with a

work, and what subsequent creators can do with the work, logically build on
two sources (aside from lobbyist pressure): (1) The constitutional mandate to
promote progress, and (2) lawmakers' empirical assumptions about how to
promote progress-how culture gets made.

The legal question posed by the art discussed in this book is, should digital
technologies change lawmakers' empirical predictions about cultural produc-
tion? Does a change in technology produce a change in how we make culture?

And, if we are making culture differently now, how should the law respond?

Marshall Mcluhan offers one answer: he says that changes in technology

do change culture.ls For example, he argues, in preliterate societies, a story
or song existed only in the moment of being performed-there was no sepa-

ration of text and performance, and plagiarism was inconceivable, because

cultural survival depended on repetition. Writing, the technology of fixing in-
formation in physical form, changed our relation to culture. Writing reified
information as a thing existing separately from the human being. As a fixed
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roject, the informational work became more easily susceptible to ownership
;:d authorial attribution. le

There's clear cause and effect here: a change in technology produces a

::lange in how we use information, and particularly how we think about own-

=ship of information. Another technology, the printing press, is generally

=edited as the trigger for modern legal copyright protection.
Electronic and eventually digital media introduced another cultural shift.

l.{cluhan identified television as the bringer of post-print culture, disrupting
-::e linearity of previous media. Mcluhan's contemporary, Harvard Law pro-
ssor Benjamin Kaplan, who dismissed Mcluhan as a "professional sooth-

-.aver," himself proved almost eerily prescient on this topic.20 Speaking in
-966, he forecast the rise of networked computers which would allow cheap
:nd instantaneous distribution of text, images, and sound.2l

This technology, he said, would beget a sea-change in our creative practices
and interaction with information, as the "distinction between the author or
:roducer of the stored material and the user of the material [becomes]
rlurred." In time, he said, such a change will likely "abate feelings of proprie-
rorship and thus modifr conceptions of copyright, especially those bearing on
clagiarism."22

Kaplan's prediction pulls together technology, culture, and copyright law.
Fle suggests, first, that technology will change the way we think about infor-
mation and produce culture; and, second, that this will bring about a corre-
sponding change in the law.

Looking to the burgeoning production of digitally enabled, sample-based
culture, I would say that Kaplan's first prediction has clearly come to pass.
Looking to the ever-increasing legal constraints on reuse of prior works, how-
ever, I would submit that his second prediction, about the law, has not.

David Toop has written eloquently about the cultural shift brought about
by sampling technology. With sampling, he says,

songs became liquid. They became vehicles for improvisation, or source materials,
held recordings almost, that could be reconfigured or remixed to suit the future. In a
humiliating way, musicians became technicians, alongside recording engineers, tape
ops, editors, and all the other technocratic laboratory assistants cleaning their glasses
in the back room. At the front end of the medium was the Df ... playrng music and
people as one fluid substance.23

Mixmaster Morris put it more succinctly: "We've had sixty, seventy years of
making records. That's stage one. Now we sample them."2a
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If this is the rvay that we make culture norr'-if, as Chris Cutler suggests,

in an age of digital technology "producing is no more than critical con-
suming"-then perhaps it is tirne to reconsider how well copyright law's
balance of authorial control and public access serves the Constitutional
"Promote the Progress" goal.2s Streamlined compuisory licensing systems

and expanded, clarified fair use rights may facilitate contemporary cultural
production better than the expansive copyright power currently granted to
authors.

Cultural theorists have intelligently theorized the intersection of cultural
consumption and cultural production, and provided a framework for thinking
about these practices. Dick Hebdige described versioning in Caribbean music
as a sort of semiotic democracy: "it implies that no one has the final say. Ev-
erybody has a chance to make a contribution. And no one's version is treated
as Holy Writ."26 (Carried by immigrants iike Cool DI Herc, the musical prac-
tices which Hebdige describes became part of the early hip-hop culture of the
Bronx and an ancestral source of much that is most alive in today's music.)
Roland Barthes, too, told us something about the nonpassive consumption
of culture when he wrote of "writerly texts," which invite the reader to partic-
ipate in the production of meaning.2T Sampling practice may represent inore
vigorous participation than Barthes envisioned, and suggest that rvith the right
(digital) tools, an intelligent consumer can make any found text "writerly."28

Walter Benjamin's works of the 1930s provide especially well-developed
theoretical foundations for navigating the relation between technology, semi-
otic leftovers, and cultural production through consumption. His essay "The
Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction" suggested that the
reproductive technology of film and other media "not only permits ... but
virtuaily causes mass distribution." As a result, he said, "the distinction be-
tween author and public is about to lose its basic character."ze

Benjamin's writing both about technologies for copying art and about
mosaic or collage-format artistic production may provide conceptual tools to
expiain how, through sampling, an artist can create something new and vaiu-
able. His orvn major uncompleted work, the Arcades Project, was to have been
entirely sample based. Benjamin explained:

Method of this pro;'ect: literary montage. I needn't say anlthing. Ivlerely show. I
rvil1 purloin no valuables, appropriate no ingenious formulations. But the rags, the
refuse-these I rvill not inventory, but allow, in the only way possible, to come into
their own: by making use of them.ro
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In one critic's description, the mosaic model of the Arcades project is a con-
struction of a "history and politics .. . which clings tenaciously to the fi.ag-
ment, the miniature, the stray citation, but which impacts these fragments
upon each other to politically explosive effect."3l

Drawing on Benjamin (and oversimplifiing, inevitably) we can derive
at least trvo explanations of what is new and creative about sample-based
production.32

The first point is about collage as a technique: the selection, arrangement,
and juxtaposition of the found bits of prior culture is the art. The fragments
"impact upon each other to explosive effect"-through the artist's selection
and arrangement, she generates novel information. Such collage-based cre-
ative production is well established in visual art. In the realm of music, musi-
cal sampling artists like Negativland and canadian plunderphonics creator
John Oswald practice analogous techniques with sonic detritus.33

The second point derived from Benjamin is that it may be a culturally pro-
ductive act simply to discover and draw attention to a fragment of text, image,
or sound. Part of the mosaic- or collage-creator's art lies in the very process of
rescuing the fragment from obscurity and showing it to people. This Benjami-
nian urge to rescue and re-present culture is conspicuous throughout sample-
based genres, and is illustrated in the following description of Dfs making
organized raids on collective culture-that is, going to record stores. This
comes from |eff Chang, aka DJ Zen, who describes feeling outclassed as a

crate-digger by members of the now defunct Solesides collective.

There's nothing worse to them than the kind of guy who won't bid his rent and food
money for a Tanzanian Funk 45 or the impossible-to-get Invaders Lp. The kind of per-
son who doesn't scour thin phonebooks from foothill counties and find teeny used rec-
ord stores owned by unwashed proprietors who look like trolls. The kind of person
rvho doesn't know where and when all the record conventions within 1000 miles are
going down, and what hour before dawn to show up in a miner's light helmet and a
backpack.3a

This is serious pursuit of cultural fragments-on par with the great-
granddaddy of all crate diggers, Grandmaster Flash, who claims to have per-
formed with "something like 45" crates of records behind him.3s The criticar
and commercial success of these artists suggests that their compulsion to col-
lect, to reconfigure, to re-present prior recorded sound is finding a receptive
audience. To listeners, crate-digging is a highly legitimate foundation for sig-
nificant and innovative cultural production.

&
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Mcluhan gi'es us a conceptuar framework for explaining how technorogy
affects cultural production; Benjamin and others giu. ,rs aialytical tools for
describing how production based on copfng can be creative and important.
A glance at the top forry or visit to a record store gives us evidence of how
widespread sampling practice is. Ail of this evidence strongly supports tsenja-
min Kaplan's claim that technorogy wil change the way *. -uk. .,rlture and
disrupt the neat division between curtural producers and consumers.

But the Dfs and artists who make culture this way still legally expose them_
selves to civil and even criminal riability. That brings us to xaplan,s second
prediction: that copyright law will acrapt to this new -od. of production.
This prediction has not come to pass. Indeed, so far, coppight law has reacted
only to the increased piracy threat posed by digital technology, and not to the
technology's creative potential.

very few music sampling cases have gone to court. Those that have-such
as the Biz Markie s35s-h3vs come out so poorly for the samprer that few
musicians would now choose to defend sampling before a judge. so instead
of a body of carefully reasoned and co'stitutionaily constrained case law, we
are left with compelling precedent of a different sort: the legendary out_of_
court settlements-De La Soul versus the Turtles, vanilla Ic" ve.srrs eueenand David Bowie, the Beastie Boys versus everyone.

The law' by creating a background regime of absolute entitrements forcopyright holders, creates a very bad bargaining situation for the weil-
meaning Dj who actually tries to comply with the law and crear her sampres.And it creates an impossibre situation for acts like John oswald or Negativ-
iand, who (l) sample lots of artists who are very hard to track down, making
transaction costs of licensing impossibiy high; (2) tend to irritate the artists
they sample, making refusal of permission q,ri,. tik.ry, and (3) aren,t making
much money.

It has been my contention that digitar technology a'ows us to interact withinformation and make curture in a new way. copyright law should respond tothis cultural shift if it is to serve its constitutional "promote the progress,,
goal and the First Amendment's free expression goal. It,s not that we,ve
stopped maki'g music the old way-people still sinl and arways will, peopre
still play acoustic guitars and Hammond orgu.rr, and those people shouid be
able to sell their work and make a riving. And it's not that alr sampling should
be free-very few people wourd argue that puffy combs should not have hadto pay for his "Every Breath you Take" sample. But some sampling is so
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;iearly original and expressive, and so harmless to sales of the original rvork,
:lrat it should be free-either on fair use grounds or pure First Amendment
irounds. And creative reuse of copyrighted material could be enabied, ancl
-egal chilling effects on new musical voices alleviated, through a streamlined
compulsory licensing system for sampling. The larv should move in this direc-
tion in order to adapt to technology and the r.vay culture gets macle today, in
order to serve the collective cultural progress goal that copyright is designed to
:.rcilitate.

But the law is in fact moving in the opposite direction. I rvilr close u,ith a

brief overview of recent iegal responses to digitar technology and digital cul-
:ure. Major copyright holders have successfully argued to congress that digital
technology and the Internet vastly increase the threat of piracy, making
sreater protection necessary. They are partly right-a technology rvhich en-
ables free and instantaneous transmission of millions of copies is a very real
ihreat to copyright holders. But the situation is more cornplicated than that.
The same technology also lorvers copyrng and distribution costs for legal sales,
ivhich can decrease costs for the copyright holder and help her turn a profit
on her n'ork. And on the Internet, the same technology that facilitates piracy
aiso facilitates detection and prosecution of piracy. lVloreover, individuals'
noncommercial copying ar-rd sharing of copyrighted music-which is norv
iabeled piracy by the record industry, particulariy if carried out online-has
traditionally been far outside the province of copyright law and enforcement.
it's not that digital and Internet piracy is not a legitimate threat-but the
iuror surrounding it is, in the words of copyright professor Jessica Litman,
"about 50 percent hyps.":e

The legislative response, howe'er, has been quite real. In the Sonny Bono
Copi'right Term Extension Act, congress exte'ded the term of copyr.ight to
lit-e plus 70 years, or 95 years for corporate works. (The originar copyright
term, in 1790, rvas 14 years extendible to 28 years.) This extension er.rraged
online publishers and others lvhose business it was to bring public domain
rvorks-often lvorks iong out of print and unavailable to consumer5-j111s
print or online disrribution.

And with the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DlvICA), Congress gave
copyright holders legal protection that potentially eviscerates consurners' fair
use rights. The DMCA established both civil and criminal liability for anyone
rvho breaks through encrlption or other "digital fences" surrounding a copy-
righted work.37 The law also criminalizes distribution of programming tools
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for breaking such encryption. Under the DMCA, it doesn't matter if the
defendant actually infringed copyright-if she bypassed the encryption, she

broke the law. If the encryption wraps up both a public domain work and a
copyrighted one-like a Shakespeare play with a new introduction-and the
hacker only copies from Shakespeare, she is still liable under the DMCA. She

is also liable if she hacks the encryption in order to make fair use of the
material-a film teacher could violate the DMCA by making a montage of
clips from movies on encrypted, copy-protected DVDs.

The DMCA has come under healy attack from computer programmers
who work on encryption, because it can prevent them from developing and
sharing their work-a restriction which, in addition to being inconvenient,
arguably violates both the First Amendment rights of code writers and the
"Promote the Progress" goal of copyright. (The DMCA got a lot of bad press
when the Recording Industry Association of America threatened to sue

Princeton Computer Science Professor Ed Felten for presenting his research

on digital music encryption at a scientific conference. Although the RIAA
backed off of that case, it reserves the right to sue Felten's graduate student
assistants for publishing their encryption research, should they attempt to do
so.) But the DMCA is also potentially significant for cultural producers of the
sort discussed in this article. By banning decryption tools, it may make reuse

of digital format recordings much more difficult as a practical matter. And by
banning decryption, it raises the number of laws a D] may break, and the
amount of legai liability she may face, every time she uses an uncleared
sample.

The DMCA is just one of several legal shifts that may effectively expand
protection so far as to seriously undermine legal reuses (such as fair use) and
currently illegal but interesting reuses (such as those carried out by innumer-
able Dls and artists). Another emerging body of law permits copyright owners
to legally bind consumers to the terms of "click-wrap" licenses on digital
media.38 By clicking "yes" and using the copyrighted work, the user legally
agrees to comply with small print which may prohibit fair use and even, in
some cases, purport to prohibit public criticism of the copyrighted work. yet
another law-as yet unenacted, but working its way through Congress-
would compel manufacturers to make computers and other devices comply
with technical measures for protecting copy'right.

These legal changes respond to one aspect of digital technology, the cheap
and easy piracy which it enables. But in so doing, they impede new modes of
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culturai production enabled by those same technoiogies. Legal rights to turn
cultural consumption into cuitural production are eroding at the very mo-
ment that such production is becoming possibie for iarge numbers of artists.

In legally foreclosing this entire realm of digital culture, copyright law dis-

sen'es its "Promote the Progress" goal under the Constitution.3e
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